
McMaster Students Union Incorporated Meeting 
Sunday, April 19, 2015 – SRA 15B 

Council Chambers, GH 111 
 
 

Called to Order at 9:01pm 
 
CALL OF THE ROLL 
Present J. Brodka, M. Brodka, Burke, Cao, Caramento, Clayton, D’Souza, Enriquez, Faruqui, Gillis, 

Hsu, Ibe, Jama, Khanano, Krause, Kula, Mallon, Manning, McDougall, Mirza, Mutoigo, 
Nadarajah, Narro Perez, Nestico-Semianiw, Ngo, Oliver, Pakkal, Pita, Stegmaier, Sun, 
Tambakis, Wojciechowska, Yazdankia  

Absent Excused  
Absent Ali 
Late   
Others Present Ehima Osazuwa (MSU President-Elect), Giuliana Guarna (Vice-President Administration-

Elect), Daniel D’Angela (Vice-President Finance-Elect), Rachel Fleming Sullivan (Mac 
Bread Bin Director),  
Taylor Mertens (MSU member), Eva Chang (MSU member), Carter McInnis (MSU 
member), Hadiza Yusuf (MSU member), Issac Oakie (MSU member), Kayla DaSilva (MSU 
member), Mike Gill (incoming Spark Coordinator), Kaitlyn Gonsalves (MSU member), 
Ryan MacDonald (CLAY Coordinator), Kamini Persaud (MSU member), Magas Yusuf 
(MSU member), Nikunj Patel (MSU member), Carly Mason (MSU member),  
Padmaja Sreeram (MSU member), Helen Zeng (MSU member), Victoria Liu (MSU 
member), Christine Yachouh (MSU member), Jacob Weatherbee (MSU member),  
Jyssika Russell (Community Member), David Lee (FYC Chair), Saad Syed (CRO), Maggie 
Gallagher (MSU Comptroller), V. Scott (Recording Secretary) 

Chair Teddy Saull 
 
1. Approval of Minutes 
 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by Narro Perez that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the minutes for 
MSU Inc – SRA 14P – March 8, 2015 as circulated.  
 

In Favour: 29 Opposed: 0 Abstentions: 2 
Abstained: Ibe, Yazdankia 

Motion Passes 
 
2.   Approval of 2015-2016 Capital and Operating Budgets  
 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by Narro Perez that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the 2015-2016 
Capital and Operating Budgets as circulated and presented.  
 
 

 Mallon presented the budgets to the Full Members.  
 Mirza asked if all ancillary fees were included.  
 Mallon responded that EWB and OPIRG weren’t as they don’t go through the MSU. 
 Krause asked about investments and that it was budgeting for $145,000 this past year but it’s set for less 

next year.  
 Mallon responded that their projection on specific investments are on how they think they markets will 

perform. He explained that because of fluctuations MSU investments are in the lower risk category and 
when the market does well the investments do poorly and when the market does poorly the investments 
will do better.  
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 Mirza asked about the travel and conference expense line for TwelvEighty.  
 Mallon responded that this line is used for professional development as four full-time staff work there.  
 Tambakis asked why there was a Nike Store if there is the Maroon shop. 
 Mallon responded that he wasn’t sure but it was probably due to the sponsorship of athletes by Nike. He 

explained that the University gets a percentage of the sales from them.  
 Ibe asked if it was possible to do volunteer recognition for those who give their time to presidential 

elections. 
 Mallon stated that he didn’t know if this has been looked before in the past. Mallon ceded his time to 

Guarna. Guarna stated that campaign teams are encouraged to use their budget to do volunteer 
recognition. She added that this could be added to campaign budgets.  

 Mallon stated that this would also be a difficulty as these students aren’t volunteering directly for the 
MSU, just for the position of president, and the MSU doesn’t control the size of campaign teams. He 
explained that it isn’t impossible but that this would have to be something that the Elections Committee 
and next year’s BoD and SRA to look into.  

 Ibe asked the cost to attend CLAY this year.  
 MacDonald responded that it was $165 including tax and last year’s cost was $195 plus tax.  
 Ibe asked what PAC was.  
 Mallon responded that it was the Posters and Advertising Committee, which moved into Underground’s 

operations.  
 Mirza asked what was done with the savings from last year’s Horizon’s conference. 
 Mallon responded that it wasn’t full and by the time people confirmed it was too late to cancel rooms 

with housing and conference services. He explained that any money saved from going paperless went to 
that expense. 

 Krause asked what ‘other revenue’ from Clubs was.  
 Gallagher responded that when a club doesn’t continue the bank account goes dormant, and the MSU will 

then remove the funds and it becomes other revenue.  
 Caramento asked about the advertising line for Elections and if “MSU wants You” will be a part of that. 
 Mallon responded that the general advertising line is up to the discretion of the department, which is 

where anyone could find anything like “MSU wants You”. 
 Gillis asked why for the retreats everything will be put into one budget line. 
 Mallon responded that there are different expenses for the same retreat but then they would find 

expenses in different lines and it’s been a pain to look into different accounts.  
 Tambakis asked how much was spent on MSU retreats this year.  
 Mallon responded that it was $15,000. 
  Mirza stated that the wages for WGEN were budgeted the same from last year. She asked if they would 

be increasing the wages. 
 Mallon responded that they would have to change the job description first and go through the proper 

channels. It would go through the VP Admin, Finance Committee, and then EB. He explained that they 
aren’t in the position to just increase the hours unless done through the proper channels.  

 Tambakis asked if this is something that employees can do on their own. 
 Mallon responded that the last time a wage review was done, was last year. He explained that if part-time 

employees have an issue they should go to their supervisor and then finance committee so that hours can 
be tracked. He added that they would be looking at the role and not the person in it as some people can 
get by doing the minimum but other years, people will go above and beyond of what was expected.  

 Narro Perez stated it was a good idea for employees to bring this to their supervisor to bring to Finance 
Committee.   

 Mirza asked how often the MSU does wage reviews.  
 Mallon responded that there isn’t anything structured as the EB can do one whenever is needed, but the 

last major one was done last year. 
 Faruqui asked what the MSU Guidebook was. 
 Mallon responded that it’s something that used to be mailed out to all incoming first year students, but 

it’s now distributed during Welcome Week. 
 Gillis asked about the reserve line for Mac Bread Bin.  
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 Gallagher responded that sometimes they purchase additional reserves of food and this is where it comes 

from.  
 Sullivan responded that this was correct, and that it’s a backup plan in case they need items. 
 Gillis asked the line only had $375 in it if there were times of shortages and people were turned away.  
 Sullivan responded that they haven’t turned away a single person this year and that everything has been 

covered for any food needed.  
 Faruqui asked how Compass turned a profit. 
 Mallon responded that they get percentages of the tickets sold, same with Presto cards.  
 Gillis stated that the year-end celebration was passed as a pilot project with review, and now on social 

media it’s saying it’s the newest tradition. He asked for clarification.  
 Mallon responded that the Full Members voted on $40,000 for this to be an event, and that it wasn’t 

stated to be a pilot project as the members stated that if this money was allocated they would like to see 
the event happen year to year. Mallon added that the campus partners have also stated that they will give 
that much money to see the event happen each year.  

 Mirza stated that it looked like Marmor was making revenue. She asked what they do with that excess 
money. 

 Mallon responded that one of the full-time Underground designers is the Marmor Executive Editor and 
part of that money helps pay for some of their wages. The rest of the extra money goes to Underground 
to produce the Marmor.  

 Krause asked how they determined the amortization schedule. 
 Mallon responded that it’s based on the size of the asset. He explained that leasehold improvements are 

listed at 10 years. Computers are listed at five years, although some of them will be changed to three. 
Furniture is listed at five to 10 depending on what type of furniture it is. Mallon explained that they have 
noticed certain items not necessarily lasting as long as they have been amortized and they have adjusted 
accordingly.  

 
Vote on Motion 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by Narro Perez that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the 2015-2016 
Capital and Operating Budgets as circulated and presented.  
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
3.  Approval of Expenditures from Capital Budget 
 
Moved by Mallon, seconded by J. Brodka that the Full Members of the Corporation approve the expenditure of the 
capital requests in the 2015-2016 Capital Budget as circulated, excluding requests from AVTek and TwelvEighty.  
 

 Mallon explained that they already allocated the money, which means putting the money out there and 
that the expenditure is to allow for the items to be purchased. Mallon stated that Avtek and TwelvEighty’s 
aren’t being expended just yet as it will happen throughout the year. He explained that they will be able 
to manage changes as they happen.  

 
Vote on Motion 
 

Passes Unanimously 
 
4.  Approval of Minutes from MSU Inc 14Q 
 
Moved by J. Brodka, seconded by Krause that the Full Members of the Corporation adopt the minutes from MSU 
Inc – SRA 14Q – March 22, 2015, as circulated. 
 

In Favour: 30 Opposed: 1 Abstentions: 1 
Opposed: Mirza 
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Abstained: Ibe 
Motion Passes 

 
ADJOURMENT 
 
Moved by Krause, seconded by Cao that the meeting of MSU Incorporated be adjourned.  
 

Motion Passes by General Consent 
 
Adjourned at 11:44am 
 
/vs 

 
 


